CAT & SMALL ANIMAL GROOMING PRICE GUIDE
Cats and small animals can only be groomed if they are co-operative. Cats that get highly
stressed or nasty will have to be taken to a Veterinary Surgeon to be groomed under general
anaesthetic. Very awkward, temperamental, grumpy, fidgety or nasty cats may need to be
groomed over 2 or 3 visits to ensure that they are correctly groomed with minimum stress.
Well behaved cats will be charged less than those that try to scratch and bite! Cats that
have become stressed from combing or have lost excessive amounts of hair and suffered
from skin trauma will not be bathed. Our experienced groomers will have an assistant to hold
and steady cats and small animals whilst being groomed.
COMB OUTS (No Clipping)
Minimal to moderate hair loss, odd matt removal. NO BATH

£20 - £35

Minimal to moderate hair loss, odd matt removal PLUS BATH AND

£35 - £50

BLOW DRY
Abundant hair loss, fairly felted, knotted coat, few small matts.

£35 - £50

NO BATH
Abundant hair loss, fairly felted, knotted coat, few small matts,

£50 - £70

PLUS BATH AND BLOW DRY
DEMATTS (Part Comb/Part Clip)
Combination of combing out matts and knots, dead hair and

£50 - £110

undercoat and clipping off any large, unsaveable, badly matted
areas. NO BATH
As above PLUS BATH AND BLOW DRY

£65 - £150

This is only possible if the cat has not become too stressed from
the previous combing or clipping procedures.
COMPLETE CLIP OFF
Regular/easy (no matts) clip offs NO BATH

£50 - £80

Regular/easy (no matts) clip offs PLUS BATH AND BLOW DRY

£65 - £95

Prices for extremely matted cats will vary according to the size
and density of the matting; how close to the skin the matts are;
the co-operation of the cat and how many people required to assist
and time taken to complete job. NO BATH

£80 - £220

